
Geoff & Bernade�e Davidson 0417 875 570    Steven Doecke, Elders Keith 0427 817 323 

       

2018 Sale Dates 
On-property Wednesday September 19 

2017 Sale Results 
On-property 150 to $15,000 av $3,161 

Adelaide 2 to $52,000 av $31,250 

 

 

 

  

  

Lot 26 

Tag: PB09003 Sire: PB 09   Age: 1yr 4mths  

20.1 μ  3.8 SD 18.9 CV 99.6 CF   

Moorundie have topped Adelaide and Hamilton ram sales in  

recent years for a reason. With the stud’s founda;on going back 

to 1955 the Davidson family have provided the poll merino breed 

with 'top-shelf' sires that predictably breed on.  

Geoff and Bernade�e with their shi> to Keith have taken their 

wool quality to a new level through concentra;ng on high fleece 

weights and waxy white wool.  

Their lead ram is a sire in every aspect. Body weight (127kgs mid 

August) is in keeping with their aims breeding rams with early 

growth rates. PP status. A rich ram-breeding wool sire. A heavy-

cuDng dense wool sheep! Displaying a powerful head with so> 

clean muzzle, he has bone and presence.  

Lot 27 

Tag: NE73006    

Sire: ET bred: Sire NE073 Dam top 201 Daughter 

Age: 1yr 4mths   

18.3 μ  3.4 SD 18.6 CV 99.9 CF   

 

Rare opportunity. An absolute 'keeper' ram. A late  

replacement. Was reserved for stud use, but now in sale. 

Excep;onally long staple 100mm. A well-covered,  

deep-sided 'top class' poll sire with well-nourished white 

medium wool with vibrant lock, sheen and texture. PP. 

125kgs mid August. Very square wide rear-ended ram. One 

of the 'top' polls to be offered 'anywhere' this year!! 
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Lot 28 

Tag: S179 Sire: GO61   Age: 1yr 4mths  

18.6 μ  2.5 SD 13.4 CV 99.8 CF   

 

A wide-bodied 'correct' ram with a full bonnet. A tall 

sheep with staple length, he grows bulky rich,  

fine-medium wool. 126kg mid August. PP. Grandsire,  

Moorundie A321. Excellent dual purpose sheep – body 

shape and growth with wool cuDng ability! 

Lot 29 

Tag: PB09011 Sire: PB09  Age: 1yr 4mths 

19.5 μ  2.8 SD 14.4 CV 100.0 CF   

 

At 132kg mid August and an outstanding wool test he is 

a ‘high end example of ‘meat and wool’ produc;on. A 

massive girth sheep with great strength of muzzle. Test-

ed PP. A large-framed ram with doing ability  and sweet 

visual medium wool - 100%CF. ET son of PB09 - Full 

brother retained in the stud. 

 


